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Abstract.
Background: Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows cerebral structural changes. However, a unified comprehensive
visual rating scale (CVRS) has seldom been studied. Thus, we combined brain atrophy and small vessel disease scales and used
an MRI template as a CVRS.
Objective: The aims of this study were to design a simple and reliable CVRS, validate it by investigating cerebral structural
changes in clinical groups, and made comparison to the volumetric measurements.
Methods: Elderly subjects (n = 260) with normal cognition (NC, n = 65), mild cognitive impairment (MCI, n = 101), or
Alzheimer’s disease (AD, n = 94) were evaluated with brain MRI according to the CVRS of brain atrophy and small vessel
disease. Validation of the CVRS with structural changes, neuropsychological tests, and volumetric analyses was performed.
Results: The CVRS revealed a high intra-rater and inter-rater agreement and it reflected the structural changes of subjects with
NC, MCI, and AD better than volumetric measures (CVRS-coronal: F = 13.5, p < 0.001; CVRS-axial: F = 19.9, p < 0.001). The
area under the receiver operation curve (aROC) of the CVRS showed higher accuracy than volumetric analyses. (NC versus
MCI aROC: CVRS-coronal, 0.777; CVRS-axial, 0.773; MCI versus AD aROC: CVRS-coronal, 0.680; CVRS-axial, 0.681).
Conclusion: The CVRS can be used clinically to conveniently measure structural changes of brain. It reflected cerebral structural
changes of clinical groups and correlated with the age better than volumetric measures.
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INTRODUCTION

Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is com-
monly used to evaluate subjects with cognitive decline
and detect structural changes. MRI shows anatomical
changes, such as diffuse and focal cortical atrophy, ven-
tricular enlargement, white matter changes, infarction,
and microbleeds [1–4]. Structural changes have been
shown to be related to cognitive decline in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or the normal elderly,
and they are commonly associated with each other
[5–9]. Several MRI visual rating scales have been intro-
duced to assess various brain lesions [10–12]. Some
tools, such as the Scheltens’ scale, are widely used in
many studies. However, for cortical atrophy, ventric-
ular enlargement, lacunes, and microbleeds, there are
no widely used visual rating scales. Additionally, pre-
viously reported visual rating scales vary according
to imaging modality, study groups, and sample size
[13], and unified comprehensive visual rating scales
(CVRS) are seldom evaluated. In addition, the current
formal reading of brain MRI by neuroradiologists can-
not provide enough information about the future risk
of cognitive decline. However, brain MRIs might be
used to support the clinical evaluation of subjects with
cognitive decline as well as to exclude diagnoses, such
as vascular lesion, hydrocephalus, or tumor [14].

The aim of the present study was to develop a fast,
simple, and reliable CVRS that could be used by neu-
rologists or neuroradiologists to screen patients with
cognitive decline. Based on a comprehensive review
of existing visual rating scales, the CVRS consisted
of previously validated visual rating scales or modi-
fied versions of them. The MRI structural changes in
patients with AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
and subjects with normal cognition (NC) were assessed
with the newly designed CVRS and volumetric mea-
sures. We investigated whether the CVRS reflected the
cerebral structural changes among the clinical groups
better than the volumetric measures.

METHODS

Subjects

The subjects in this study included 94 patients with
AD, 101 patients with MCI, and 65 patients with NC
who were identified consecutively at the Neurocog-
nitive Behavior Center at Seoul National University
Bundang Hospital between March 2011 and May
2013. The subjects were consecutively enrolled and
retrospectively analyzed. The patients with AD met

the criteria for probable AD proposed by the National
Institute of Neurological and Communicative Dis-
eases and Stroke and Alzheimer’s Disease and Related
Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) [15]. The
MCI patients were diagnosed according to the fol-
lowing criteria proposed by Peterson et al. [16]: 1)
subjective memory complaints by the patient and/or
caregiver; 2) normal general cognitive function, as
defined by scores on the Mini-Mental State Exami-
nation (MMSE) greater than or equal to −1.0 standard
deviation (SD) of the norms for age-and education-
matched normal subjects; 3) the ability to participate
in normal activities of daily living, judged clinically
and by an Activities of Daily Living scale; 4) objective
memory decline below the −1.0 SD on neuropsycho-
logical tests (this cutoff value has been used in previous
studies; Supplementary Method 1); and 5) nonconfor-
mance to clinical criteria for a diagnosis of dementia.

The NC were subjects with preserved daily living
activities and normality in global cognitive function
with memory decline less than 1.0 SD below the nor-
mative mean on neuropsychological tests.

All of the subjects underwent brain MRI and
comprehensive neurological and neuropsychological
evaluations. In addition, a detailed medical history, a
neurological examination, and laboratory tests were
performed to exclude secondary causes of cognitive
impairment. Because all of the data were ana-
lyzed retrospectively, a waiver of informed consent
was obtained from the institutional review board of
Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, which
approved this study.

Acquisition of MRI

The MRI studies were performed with a 1.5-Tesla
(INTERA) and 3-Tesla (ACHIEVA) superconducting
magnet (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands).
The standardized MRI protocols consisted of an axial
T2-weighted fast spin echo image, a fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery image (FLAIR), a gradient-echo
image, an axial T1-weighted spin echo image, a coro-
nal T1-weighted spin echo image, and a T1-weighted
three-dimensional volumetric spoiled gradient echo
image (Supplementary Table 1).

Neuropsychological evaluation

All patients were evaluated by the MMSE and the
Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery (SNSB),
which is a comprehensive neuropsychological test that
assesses the five cognitive domains: attention, memory,
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Fig. 1. The scoring table of the Comprehensive Visual Rating Scale (CVRS). T1WI, T1-weighted images; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion
recovery; WMH, white matter hyperintensity; D, deep; P, periventricular; MB, microbleeds; The red rectangles are the brain regions that need
to be focused on.

language, visuospatial function, and frontal/executive
function [17]. It is considered abnormal when scores
on the relevant neuropsychological tests are below
−1.0 SD of the norm, as described in a previous study
[18]. The SNSB provides a dementia version of the
SNSB (SNSB-D) that can be used as a global cog-
nitive function score and that represents the sum of
the five assessed cognitive domains [19]. The SNSB-D
score significantly correlates with the MMSE and has
been shown to be a valid and reliable tool for assessing
overall cognitive function as a quantitative score [19]
(Supplementary Table 2).

Comprehensive Visual Rating Scale

The structure of the CVRS is largely composed
of four parts, which are the scales of hippocampal
atrophy, cortical atrophy, ventricular enlargement (sub-
cortical atrophy), and small vessel disease (Fig. 1).
For hippocampal atrophy and cortical atrophy, we
designed both coronal and axial rating scales because
there were subjects without coronal brain images. The

brain atrophy scales consist of hippocampal atrophy,
cortical atrophy, and ventricular enlargement (subcor-
tical atrophy). The small vessel disease scales include
subcortical white matter hyperintensities (WMH),
lacunes, and microbleeds. We combined the brain atro-
phy scales with those of small vessel disease because
vascular damage is associated with increased brain
atrophy in the context of AD pathology [20]. Instead
of developing new scales, we adapted these from exist-
ing tools or modified versions of them that have been
validated and combined them as a comprehensive tool.
The raters used a template-based scoring program on a
tablet computer that summed the total score automati-
cally by matching the closest template image to the real
MRI finding of the subject (Supplementary Figure 1).

Hippocampal atrophy

Hippocampal atrophy was measured on coronal T1-
weighted images with Scheltens’ scale [1] that is
based on the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
space and the hippocampal height in the left and right
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hemispheres (Supplementary Table 3). A coronal tem-
plate image is a slice that shows the cerebral peduncle
most prominently. In addition, axial T1-weighted
images were evaluated to rate the hippocampus and
surrounding CSF, and they showed good agreement
with Scheltens’ T1-weighted coronal visual rating
scale [21] (Supplementary Table 4). An axial tem-
plate image is a slice that shows the lower midbrain
prominently.

Cortical atrophy

Cortical atrophy was determined by rating the axial
images and coronal images separately with 8 tem-
plate images and a four-point scale (0, 1, 2, and 3)
that was modified from Victoroff’s visual rating scale
[11]. The original Victoroff’s method used 6 standard
T1-weighted images and a four-point scale (0, 0.5, 1,
and 2) that measures the anterior frontal lobe with
axial images and anterior temporal and midparietal
lobes with coronal images [11]. However, we modi-
fied this because of the complexity of the use of axial
and coronal images at the same time. Our coronal tem-
plate images included slices that showed both temporal
stems connecting the temporal and frontal lobes to
assess frontal and temporal atrophy and a slice pos-
terior to the splenium of the corpus callosum to assess
parietal atrophy. The axial template images included
slices that showed the superior colliculus to assess
temporal atrophy and the first slice above the lateral
ventricle to assess frontal and parietal atrophy (Fig. 1).
The parietal atrophy assessment was very similar to
the posterior cortical atrophy scale by Koedam et al.
[22], although the CVRS was simpler because it did
not include a regional index (posterior cingulate sul-
cus and the parieto-occipital sulcus) or sagittal images.
More severe atrophy was used to evaluate when there
was asymmetry.

Ventricular enlargement as a representation of
subcortical atrophy

We measured ventricular enlargement on the T1-
weighted images with a template-based 4-point scale
(0, 1, 2, and 3) by examining the enlargement of
the anterior and posterior lateral ventricles separately,
which was a modification of a previously published
method [23]. The anterior and posterior horns of the
lateral ventricle were rated separately, which was ade-
quate because there were many cases with anterior and
posterior discrepancies of ventricular size. The use of
template-based ventricular enlargement as a represen-
tation of subcortical atrophy has also been used in a

previous study by the LADIS group who showed good
correlations with cognitive decline [12].

White matter hyperintensity

The severity of WMHs was evaluated according
to the modified Fazekas and Scheltens scale on T2
axial FLAIR images [10]. WMHs were rated in the
periventricular white matter (PWM, P rating) and deep
white matter (DWM, D rating) areas separately, and
the D and P ratings were combined to provide a final
ischemia score. DWM lesions were divided into D1
(DWM < 10 mm), D2 (10 ≤ DWM<25 mm), and D3
(≥25 mm) based on the longest diameter of the lesions.
PWM lesions were classified into P1 (cap and band
<5 mm), P2 (between P1 and P3), and P3 (cap or
band ≥10 mm) based on the size of the cap and band,
which were perpendicular and horizontal to the ventri-
cle, respectively. The results were combined to provide
a representative rating of minimal (D1P1 or D1P2),
moderate (between the minimal and severe group), or
severe (D3P1, D3P2, or D3P3). Finally, the group with
no WMHs was rated 0, the minimal group was 1, the
moderate group was 2, and the severe group was 3
[24, 25].

Lacunes and microbleeds

Lacunes were defined as cavities with a size of 3
to 10 mm with signal intensities that were similar to
CSF on FLAIR, T1, and T2 images to distinguish
lacunes from microbleeds and Virchow Robin spaces
[26]. The number of lacunes was recorded as grade 0
(no lacunes), grade 1 (1–4 lacunes), or grade 2 (5 or
more lacunes), which was also used in a previous study
[27]. Microbleeds were defined as focal areas with
very low signal intensities on gradient-recalled echo
images. Signal voids by sulcal vessels, symmetrical
calcification in the basal ganglia, the choroid plexus,
and pineal calcification were excluded [4]. The number
of microbleeds was graded as grade 0 (no microb-
leeds), grade 1 (1–4 microbleeds), or grade 2 (5 or more
microbleeds) based on the Rotterdam Scan Study of the
association between cerebral microbleeds and perfor-
mance in multiple cognitive domains [6]. The scales
for the lacunes and microbleeds were newly made
because there are no existing scoring tools as far as
we know. Nevertheless, the incidences of lacunes and
microbleeds are consistently reported to correlate with
the decline of cognition, such as executive function,
speed, and motor control [6, 27–29]. Although both
the location and number of lacunes and microbleeds
are important factors in cognitive decline, only their
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total number was included in the rating with reference
to large community-based studies [6, 27].

The subtotal scores of the brain atrophy scales were
23 points and those of small vessel disease were 7
points, which totaled 30 points for the CVRS (Fig. 1).
The CVRS-coronal score consisted of the coronal scale
of the hippocampal and cortical atrophy, while the
CVRS-axial score included their axial scales. For all
subjects, the effects of the four subscales, including
the scales of hippocampal atrophy, cortical atrophy,
ventricular enlargement, and small vessel disease, on
the global cognitive scales (SNSB-D) were assessed
with the standardized � coefficient of linear regres-
sion analyses (Supplementary Table 5). Comparing the
four CVRS subscales, the standardized � coefficients
of hippocampal atrophy, cortical atrophy, and ven-
tricular enlargement were similar, while that of small
vessel disease was smaller than the others. The actual
allocation of the scores by the CVRS was 8 points
for hippocampal atrophy, 9 points for cortical atro-
phy, 6 points for ventricular atrophy, and 7 points for
small vessel disease. Thus, compared to the standard-
ized � coefficients, there was some discrepancy with
the actual CVRS scores. This might be partly solved
by relative weights of the CVRS subscales accord-
ing to their effects on cognitive decline, but we did
not consider this in the current study because there
were no significant differences between the current
rating method compared to the weighted method for
group discrimination and the correlation with cogni-
tive function. In addition, this would ruin the simplicity
of the CVRS by adding complex calculations. There-
fore, we adapted the scores as described above without
additional weights. The MRI scans were evaluated
independently by three raters (JW Jang, SY Park, and
YH Park) who were blinded to all of the clinical diag-
noses of the patients because only the MRI scans and
the CVRS template on the tablet computer were pro-
vided during the scoring. JW Jang was a developer
of the CVRS modifications, while the others were
naı̈ve users. A reliability analysis was performed with
inter-rater interclass correlation coefficients (ICC) in
a random sample of 20% of all of the subjects with
the three raters used as independent variables [30]. The
intra-rater agreement was also evaluated with the same
method.

Image processing and statistical parametric maps

We performed the volumetric analyses with the
Individual Brain Atlases in the Statistical Para-
metric Mapping Toolbox (IBASPM; http://www.

thomaskoenig.ch/Lester/ibaspm.htm) [31], which is
an extension of Statistical Parametric Mapping 5
(SPM5, Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurol-
ogy, London, UK) that works on MATLAB 7.5.0 (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). To segment
the individual MRIs into different anatomical struc-
tures, we used the atlasing processes in IBASPM. The
MRIs were normalized with Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) templates, and spatial transformation
matrices were obtained. Additionally, individual MRIs
were segmented, and each individual gray matter (GM)
voxel was labeled based on the MNI anatomical atlas
and transformation matrices. The volumes of differ-
ent structures were computed based on the individual
atlases that were previously obtained by the atlasing
process. The total intracranial volume was measured by
summing the GM, white matter, and CSF volumes, and
it was used to normalize each brain region’s volume.
For the quantitative analysis of the whole brain, a stan-
dard voxel-based morphometry (VBM) protocol was
performed involving spatial normalization, segmen-
tation, and smoothing [32, 33]. Differences between
the MRIs of each patient were corrected according to
the International Consortium for Brain Mapping tem-
plate for East Asian Brains during the normalization.
All of the images were smoothed with a Gaussian
filter set at 8 mm to minimize the between-subject
variability in local anatomy. We performed a qual-
ity control protocol for the images that were used
for automated segmentation. All of the scans with
excessive motion artifact were excluded and visually
inspected for misregistration errors. These smoothed
GM segments were used for the voxel-based multiple
regression analysis, and we examined the correlations
between the GM space concentration and the CVRS
subscales after controlling for age, gender, and years
of education. The absolute threshold masking was
0.1. The results were considered statistically signifi-
cant with p values less than 0.05 and were corrected
for the false discovery rate. The x, y, and z coordi-
nates of the areas with significant correlations that
were obtained from the analyses were converted into
MNI coordinates and then identified by MRIcron (http:
//www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/).

Statistical analysis

Comparisons of the means among the diagnostic
groups were made by analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with Scheffe’s posthoc analyses and one-way analy-
sis of covariance (ANCOVA) tests with age, education
level, and gender as covariates. The chi-squared (χ2)

http://www.thomaskoenig.ch/Lester/ibaspm.htm
(http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/)
(http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/)
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test was used to assess differences in categorical
variables. Sensitivity and specificity analyses were per-
formed, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves were obtained to assess whether the CVRS
showed differences in the clinical groups compared to
the volumetric measures. In addition, the relationships
between the brain MRI variables and the psychologi-
cal tests were evaluated with correlation and regression
analyses. Subsequently, the associations between the
CVRS and the neuropsychological tests were assessed
with a general linear model with the SNSB-D, MMSE,
and Clinical Dementia Rating scale sum of boxes
(CDR-SOB) scores used as dependent variables. The
basic associations between the visual rating scale and
the cognitive measures were examined with unadjusted
analyses (model 1). Age, gender, and years of educa-
tion were used as covariates (model 2). To assess the
independent contributions of the visual rating scales,
the scores of hippocampal atrophy, cortical atrophy,
ventricular enlargement, and small vessel disease were
entered simultaneously into multivariable models that
were adjusted for age, gender, and years of education
(model 3). The data were analyzed with PASW 18.0
Statistics and MedCalc. The significance level was set
at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Reliability of CVRS

The analysis revealed a high intra-rater agreement
for both the CVRS-coronal [ICC = 0.94, 95% con-
fidence interval (CI), 0.89–0.97] and CVRS-axial
(ICC = 0.95, 95% CI, 0.91–0.97) scores. The inter-
rater agreement was 0.93 for the CVRS-coronal (95%
CI, 0.90–0.96) and 0.94 for the CVRS-axial (95% CI,
0.91–0.97) scores (Table 1). The inter-rater agreement
for sub-scales also showed high reliability.

Differences in clinical groups

The demographic and neuropsychological charac-
teristics and MRI visual rating scales of each group are
described in Table 2. There was a significant female
predominance and age difference among the three
groups. All of the neuropsychological tests, includ-
ing the MMSE, CDR-SOB, and SNSB-D, revealed
a significant difference among the three groups (AD,
MCI, and NC subjects; p < 0.001) after adjusting for
age, gender, and years of education. Regarding the
cognitive domain scores, which constitute the SNSB-
D, the three groups differed in each of the domains
evaluated: attention, language and related function,
visuospatial, memory, and frontal/executive function
(p < 0.001 for all), except for attention, which showed
a difference only between the AD and MCI groups.
The same analyses were done to examine the validity
of each of the brain MRI visual rating scales in the
three groups. Significant group differences among the
AD, MCI, and NC groups were present in both the
CVRS-coronal (F = 13.5, p < 0.001) and CVRS-axial
(F = 19.9, p < 0.001) scores.

For the CVRS subscales, a significant difference was
observed among the AD, MCI, and NC groups on the
axial hippocampal atrophy scale (F = 12.5, p < 0.001),
while the coronal hippocampal scale showed a dif-
ference between the MCI and NC group (F = 4.5,
p < 0.012). Only the volumetric hippocampal mea-
sures differentiated the AD and NC groups (F = 2.4,
p < 0.092) (Table 2). The coronal and axial corti-
cal atrophy scales showed a difference between the
AD and non-AD groups (F = 7.3, p = 0.001; F = 6.6,
p = 0.002), while the volumetric cortical measures
revealed no significant differences among the three
groups (F = 0.2, p = 0.860). The ventricular enlarge-
ment scale also showed a significant difference among
the three groups (F = 9.6, p < 0.001), while the vol-
umetric CSF space (without the subarachnoid CSF)
assessment was not significantly different among the

Table 1
Values for inter-rater and intra-rater agreement of CVRS and subscales

Inter-rater (95% CI) Intra-rater (95% CI)

CVRS (coronal/axial) 0.939 (0.903–0.964)/ 0.938 (0.890–0.965)/
0.943 (0.909–0.966) 0.947 (0.906–0.970)

Hippocampal atrophy (coronal/axial) 0.865 (0.784–0.919)/ 0.889 (0.804–0.937)/
0.901 (0.842–0.941) 0.901 (0.826–0.944)

Cortical atrophy (coronal/axial) 0.905 (0.848–0.943)/ 0.943 (0.900–0.968)/
0.895 (0.833–0.937) 0.891 (0.807–0.938)

Ventricular enlargement 0.895 (0.832–0.937) 0.877 (0.783–0.930)
Small vessel disease 0.904 (0.847–0.943) 0.902 (0.827–0.944)
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Table 2
The demographic, neuropsychological characteristics and MRI profile with group difference for AD, MCI, and NC

AD MCI NC p value F p<0.05∗

Demographics
Sample Size 94 101 65
Gender, n (% female) 57 (67.9) 54 (53.5) 47 (72.3) 0.019
Age (y)±SD 75.5 ± 6.9 71.4 ± 8.4 64.1 ± 9.5 <0.001† 37.6 a, b, c
Education (y)±SD 9.5 ± 5.6 11.3 ± 5.2 11.5 ± 4.9 0.024† 3.8
Neuropsychological Tests
MMSE (/30) 20.0 ± 3.6 25.8 ± 2.7 28.2 ± 2.1 <0.001§ 116.7 a, b, c
CDR-SOB 4.4 ± 2.2 1.3 ± 0.8 0.7 ± 0.5 <0.001§ 135.8 a, b, c
SNSB-D (/300) 104.8 ± 31.2 155.6 ± 34.4 209.2 ± 33.8 <0.001§ 127.5 a, b, c
-Attention (/17) 7.8 ± 2.2 9.5 ± 2.1 10.4 ± 2.7 <0.001§ 11.3 a, c
-Language and related function (/27) 14.5 ± 5.6 20.1 ± 5.3 24.0 ± 3.8 <0.001§ 29.4 a, b, c
-Visuospatial function (/36) 22.6 ± 8.4 29.8 ± 6.2 33.4 ± 3.6 <0.001§ 29.9 a, b, c
-Memory (/150) 30.0 ± 11.8 53.9 ± 15.0 88.7 ± 19.4 <0.001§ 183.7 a, b, c
-Frontal/Executive function (/70) 31.4 ± 7.0 41.0 ± 8.3 49.8 ± 7.5 <0.001§ 42 a, b, c
MRI profile
3-tesla MRI (%) 61.7 61.4 56.9 0.92
Coronal hippocampal atrophy (/8) 3.0 ± 1.8 2.4 ± 1.6 1.1 ± 1.3 0.012§ 4.5 a, b
Axial hippocampal atrophy (/8) 3.5 ± 1.9 2.5 ± 1.9 1.0 ± 1.3 <0.001§ 12.5 a, b, c
Volumetric hippocampal measures 0.46 ± 0.14 0.50 ± 0.12 0.55 ± 0.13 0.092§ 2.4 a
Coronal cortical atrophy (/9) 6.0 ± 1.8 4.9 ± 1.8 3.6 ± 1.6 0.001§ 7.3 a, c
Axial cortical atrophy (/9) 5.5 ± 2.1 4.6 ± 2.1 3.1 ± 2.1 0.002§ 6.6 a, c
Volumetric cortical measures 45.9 ± 4.1 46.6 ± 3.7 47.6 ± 4.4 0.860§ 0.2
Ventricular enlargement (/6) 3.1 ± 1.2 2.4 ± 1.3 1.4 ± 1.2 <0.001§ 9.6 a, b, c
Volumetric subcortical measures 37.5 ± 5.1 36.4 ± 5.7 33.4 ± 6.7 0.596§ 0.5
Small vessel disease (/7) 2.1 ± 1.4 1.6 ± 1.1 1.3 ± 1.1 0.114§ 2.1
CVRS-coronal (/30) 14.0 ± 4.1 11.1 ± 3.8 7.2 ± 3.6 <0.001§ 13.5 a, b, c
CVRS-axial (/30) 14.1 ± 4.3 11.1 ± 4.5 6.7 ± 4.1 <0.001§ 19.9 a, b, c

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NC, normal cognition; ANCOVA, analysis of covariance (age, gender and years
of education); SD, standard deviation; MMSE, mini-mental status examination; CDR-SOB, Clinical Dementia Rating scale sum of boxes;
SNSB-D, Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery Dementia version; WMH, white matter hyperintensity; CVRS, Comprehensive Visual
Rating Scale In volumetric measures, the regional volume was normalized by dividing individual tissue volume by total intracranial volume then
multiplying by 100. ∗Test of overall association. a, AD versus NC; b, MCI versus NC; c, AD versus MCI. †p value from analysis of variance
followed by Scheffe’s post hoc analyses. §p value from analysis of covariance using age, education level and gender as covariate.

Table 3
Comparison of area under the curve (AUC) of the CVRS and volumetric measurement between clinical subgroups

NC versus MCI AUC SE 95% CI

CVRS-coronal/-axial 0.777/0.773 0.033/0.036 0.692–0.862/0.682–0.858
Hippocampus-coronal/-axial 0.730/0.730 0.046/0.045 0.640–0.821/0.642–0.818
Hippocampus-volumetric measures 0.611 0.059 0.494–0.727
Cortical atrophy-coronal/-axial 0.694/0.707 0.049/0.049 0.598–0.789/0.611–0.802
Cortical atrophy-volumetric measures 0.564 0.062 0.442–0.687
Ventricular enlargement 0.706 0.041 0.626–0.785
Ventricular enlargement-volumetric measures 0.617 0.062 0.496–0.738
Small vessels disease 0.586 0.046 0.496–676

MCI versus AD AUC SE 95% CI

CVRS-coronal/-axial 0.680/0.681 0.042/0.041 0.598–0.762/0.600–0.763
Hippocampus-coronal/-axial 0.593/0.639 0.044/0.043 0.506–0.681/0.554–0.723
Hippocampus-volumetric measures 0.608 0.048 0.514–0.701
Cortical atrophy-coronal/-axial 0.662/0.637 0.043/0.043 0.578–0.746/0.552–0.721
Cortical atrophy-volumetric measures 0.554 0.048 0.459–0.649
Ventricular enlargement 0.637 0.039 0.560–0.714
Ventricular enlargement-volumetric measures 0.564 0.048 0.470–0.659
Small vessels disease 0.599 0.041 0.519–0.678

AUC, area under the curve; SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval; CVRS, Comprehensive Visual Rating Scale; MCI,
mild cognitive impairment; NC, subjects with normal cognition; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
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Fig. 2. Visual rating scales correlated with age according to MRI tesla used. Data presented are Pearson correlation between visual rating
scale (or volumetric measures) and score for neuropsychological tests and that of age. Dotted lines: correlation reached the level of signifi-
cance at p < 0.01. Dashed lines: correlation reached the level of significance at p < 0.05.1.5T, 1.5 Tesla, 3.0T, 3.0 Tesla; -cor, coronal visual
rating; -axi, axial visual rating; vol; volumetric measurement; CVRS, Comprehensive Visual Rating Scale; HC, hippocampus; CA, cortical
atrophy; GM, grey matter; SCA, subcortical atrophy (ventricular enlargement); CSF, cerebrospinal fluid space; SVD, small vessel disease score
CVRS = hippocampal atrophy score + cortical atrophy score + small vessel disease score Small vessel disease score = white matter hyperintensity
score + lacune score + microbeeds score. ∗Comparison of correlation coefficients reached the level of significance at p < 0.05 between 1.5T and
3T measures.

three groups (F = 0.5, p = 0.596). The score for small
vessel disease, which was the sum of the scores of
WMHs, microbleeds, and lacunes, showed no differ-
ence among the three groups (F = 2.1, p = 0.114).

We performed a ROC analysis and estimated the
area under the curve (AUC) to assess the diagnostic
utility of the CVRS between the groups compared to
the subscales. As described in Table 3, the AUC-ROC
of the CVRS was greater than that of any other single
subscale and volumetric measurement. The AUC of the
CVRS-coronal and CVRS-axial scores were 0.777 and
0.773 between the NC and MCI groups, respectively,
and 0.680 and 0.681 between the MCI and AD groups,
respectively.

Correlations among the age, the volumetric
measures, and the visual rating scales

Most of the brain MRI measures significantly
increased with age (Fig. 2). Both the coronal and axial
cortical atrophy scales and the ventricular enlargement
scale had greater correlations with age than the vol-
umetric analysis did. When we divided the groups
according to the tesla (T) into either 1.5 T or 3.0 T,
they still showed similar correlation patterns between
the CVRS and age. However, the volumetric measure-

ments of the cerebral cortex (the GM volume) and the
CSF space showed significantly different correlations
with the cognitive tests or age according to the MRI
tesla.

Validation with the volumetric assessments

The subscales of the brain atrophy scale were com-
pared to the volumetric measurements with the VBM
multiple regression analysis presented in Fig. 3. The
regression analyses that were adjusted for age, gen-
der, and years of education revealed that higher scores
on the CVRS subscales were correlated with vol-
ume reductions in the specific brain regions that the
visual scales intended to rate. The correlation maps
showed a similar distribution between the coronal and
axial scales, while some differences were noted. All
of the above subscales were rated regardless of the
right and left hemispheric differences, which showed
a relatively symmetric topographic distribution on the
VBM.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to design and vali-
date a simple and reliable CVRS that was based on
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Fig. 3. The correlation maps of grey matter reduction according to the CVRS of the whole patient. Rt., right; Lt., left; SMA, supplementary
motor area. VBM multiple regression adjusted for age, gender, and educational level indicates that the maximum value of the atrophy scale
corresponds to each part of the brain region. (p < 0.05 corrected with false discovery rate).

a MRI template that can be used widely in clinical
practice. It took less than 5 min to rate one subject
with the tablet computer-based automated rating sys-
tem. In this study, we showed that the CVRS reflected
the structural changes better than the volumetric mea-
sures in each clinical group (Tables 2 and 3). This result
was in agreement with previous studies that have com-
pared visual ratings with volumetric analyses in normal
subjects and patients with AD [14, 34, 35]. However, it
did not mean that the CVRS was better than volumet-
ric measurements because the brain atrophy scale of
the CVRS was not adjusted for total intracranial vol-
ume as the volumetric measures were. We suggest that
the CVRS better reflected what we saw in the brain
images as a simple score. In addition, we have to con-

sider that the positive results of the group differences
of the CVRS might be derived from the significant age
differences among the three groups even though we
adjusted for it. And we have to consider that there might
be a significant overlap between the diagnostic groups
on any measure and any scale, including our CVRS.
When the subscales were used alone, the overall AUC,
sensitivity, and specificity decreased compared to the
CVRS (Table 3), and the individual subscales did not
reflect the overall aspects of the structural changes. It
was another virtue of the CVRS that the difference in
correlation according to the MRI tesla was relatively
low compared to the volumetric measures (Fig. 2),
which means that the CVRS was less influenced by
the MRI tesla.
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Although many studies that have used individual
visual rating scales have been published in the past,
few studies have created a CVRS that comprises the
overall characteristics of brain lesions. Chen et al. have
revealed that their T1-weighted-based brain lesion
score correlates with age and MMSE [13]. However,
their scale did not include hippocampal atrophy, which
might be used to discriminate normal subjects from
those with AD dementia [36], and the subscales have
not been validated before. The reason why we accepted
preexisting scales was to overcome these limitations as
the CVRS was intended to comprise validated individ-
ual scales as well as a summed scale.

The strengths and benefits of the CVRS can be sum-
marized as follows. First, we developed a very quick
assessment tool for cerebral structural changes with a
tablet computer-based user-friendly method (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1) and demonstrated its high reliability
for the inter-rater and intra-rater agreements for the
total score and subscores (Table 1). The findings of the
current study suggested that visual ratings were pos-
sible either by CVRS-coronal or CVRS-axial scores,
which showed good interrelations with each other, and
that these could be used more widely, especially when
coronal views are unavailable. Moreover, if both the
coronal and axial images are available together, they
can complement each other during the rating as a
reciprocal reference in case there is some ambiguity
in the grading Although we combined the preexisting
tools, the novelty of our study was their integration
as a unified comprehensive scale without losing the
value of the information of different regions because
the CVRS scoring system with a tablet computer pre-
sented each detailed subscore of the different scales,
such as hippocampal atrophy, cortical atrophy, ven-
tricular enlargement, and small vessel disease, as well
as the total score (Supplementary Figure 1). Thus, it
can be compared to the MMSE, which provides a total
score for general cognitive function and each of the
subscores such as orientation, memory, calculation,
language, and visuospatial function. Another strength
was that, compared to already existing automated anal-
yses, the CVRS was easier, quicker, and less influenced
by the MRI tesla that was used (Fig. 2) and more suit-
able for individual longitudinal follow ups in a clinical
setting. The goal of the CVRS was not to compete with
or to replace automated imaging analysis tools that
are appropriate for detailed research regarding group
analyses but to suggest a quantitative and standardized
comprehensive scale that can be used for individual
assessments in a primary clinical setting. Although the
current formal readings on brain MRIs by neuroradiol-

ogists provide good information to exclude diagnoses,
such as hydrocephalus, vascular lesions, and tumors,
they cannot provide enough information on structural
changes, such as focal atrophy, that might be influ-
enced by age or neurodegenerative processes. Thus,
we tried to quantify the detailed structural changes of
brain atrophy and small vessel disease with a template-
based, quick, and reliable tool. In addition, the newly
designed cortical atrophy scale and the hippocampal
atrophy scale showed significant correlations with vol-
ume reductions in the brain regions that the visual
rating scales intended to rate (Fig. 3). If a patient with
an uncertain diagnosis shows a lower score on a follow-
up CVRS, it is possible that some neurodegenerative or
aging processes are progressing whether they are asso-
ciated with cognitive function or not. Thus, the CVRS
provides additional information without much burden
with commonly used brain MRI.

There are several limitations to consider in this
study. First, the current study was based on MRI images
from one center; therefore, further studies are essen-
tial to determine the generalizability of the utility of
the CVRS to other centers with different MRI set-
tings. Second, a separate evaluation of the right and
left hemisphere was not considered, except for hip-
pocampal atrophy, for fear of making the CVRS too
complex for clinical use. Third, because this was a
cross-sectional study, a longitudinal study correlating
the CVRS with other biomarkers is necessary to pre-
dict progression in the future with the CVRS. Fourth,
the prevalence of lacunes and microbleeds in our sub-
jects was low (lacune, 15.7%; microbleeds, 12.8%)
compared to the findings of previous studies [28, 37,
38]; thus, the effects of small vessel disease might
be underevaluated in this study. Recent knowledge on
the pathophysiology of AD emphasizes biologic mark-
ers of brain amyloidosis and neuronal injury [39, 46].
Besides these markers for AD, there are also many
methods for measuring brain imaging data (visual rat-
ings, manual methods, or semi- or fully-automated
computations) [40]. Considering its easy accessibility,
visual ratings of brain MRIs among various biomark-
ers could be one of the most practical measuring tools
in a clinical setting where individual evaluations of a
patient are the main interest. In addition to focusing
on earlier diagnostic markers of AD, such as amyloid
positron emission tomography or CSF protein, well-
organized studies to optimize easily accessible and
reliable tools that use MRI are important. A subsequent
longitudinal study using a combination of CVRS and
other biomarkers would enhance the value of routine
brain MRIs.
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